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We give a complete description of the Jacobson radical of semigroup rings R[S], 
where S is a commutative semigroup and R is an associative ring such that 
2, +.(R) = $l(R) for all natural numbers n. &R) is the ideal of R determined by 
the Jacobson radical of a polynomial ring in k commuting variables and with coef- 
ficients in R. Consequently, we obtain a complete description of the Jacobson 
radical of commutative semigroup rings. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, all rings are associative, not necessarily com- 
mutative and they need not contain an identity element, and all semigroups 
are commutative. If S is a semigroup we denote by S’ the semigroup 
obtained by adjoining an identity to S if S does not contain an identity, 
otherwise S’ = S. By Q(S) we denote the group of quotients of any can- 
cellative (commutative) semigroup S; we say that such a semigroup is tor- 
sion-free (has torsion-free rank n) if Q(S) satisfies the respective condition. 
If R is a ring then R* denotes the ring extension, with identity, of R such 
that R*/R is the ring of integers in case R has no identity, otherwise 
R* = R; f(R) denotes the Jacobson radical of R. If moreover S is a 
semigroup then R[S] denotes the semigroup ring of the semigroup S over 
the ring R. This paper is devoted to the study of the Jacobson radical 
f(R[S]), where R is a ring and S a semigroup. In the final section we also 
will give a few comments on other radicals of such rings. 
The following result is the basic result on the subject (see also [lo]): 
THEOREM 1.1 (S. A. Amitsur [ 11). Let S be a free monoid of rank n 
(finite or not) and let R be a ring. Then 
gP(RCSl) = h(R)CW, 
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where J$(R) = f(R[S]) n R. Moreover 
II = 1 
and ifs is infinite then fj(R)=&.(R). fl(R) is a nil ideal. 
In this paper we will mainly be interested in rings R such that 
fl +,(R) = $JR) for all n E W. Note that because yl( ) is a nil ideal this 
condition is often satisfied, e.g., if R is noetherian [a], or if R s 
polynomial identity ClS], in particular if R is a commutative ring. 
has shown in [9] that the validity of the Koethe conj 
equivalent to the equality of yl(R) = N(R), where N( 
maximal nil ideal of R. It follows that if the even st 
(cf. [9] ) “R is a nil ring, implies the polynomial ring R[X] is a nil ring” 
holds, then all YE(R) = N(R) for IZ 3 1. 
Several authors obtained other results on the Sacobson radical of 
semigroup rings of commutative semigroups. In [S] G. 
complete description of $(R[S]) in case R is a comm 
a commutative group. In [6] this description has been extended to 
semigroup rings R[S], where R is any ring a S is a canceliative 
semigroup (see Theorem 3.1). Munn [ 12, 131 was first who considered 
noncancellative semigroups, e.g., [12] provides a complete description of 
&CRCSlll t”? m 1 e case where R is a field or R = Z ecently barters i 17 ] 
computed 2(R[S]) in some special cases for ily com- 
mutative. In this paper we give a complete description of 1) in the 
case where fl+,(R)=~l(R) for all no N. This descr on shows that 
$(R[S]) can be very complex and this complexity de ds on the sub- 
semigroup of periodic elements and the ordered structure of a certain 
semilattice. 
The paper has some overlap with [ 171. ut because the latter is yet 
~n~~b~i~~ed and for completeness sake we have to restate a few lemmas. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We begin with some structural results on commutative semigroups. For 
proofs and details we refer to [4]. 
Let S be a semigroup. If p is a congruence on S, i.e., p is an equivalence 
relation which is compatible with the semigroup operation then the set of 
equivalence classes, denoted by S/p, is again a semigroup under the natural 
operation induced by S. A semigroup is said to e separative if and only if 
v’s, tES: s2=st=t2-s=t. 
481.109.1-18 
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Let P denote the set of all natural prime numbers. Let p E P. A semigroup 
S is said to be p-separative if and only if 
v’s, tcss: sp=tp*s=t. 
A congruence p on S is said to be separative (resp. p-separative) if and only 
if S/p is separative (resp. p-separative). It is easy to see that any semigroup 
S has a least separative congurence 5 (cf. [4]) and a least p-separative con- 
gruence <,(cf. [ 12]), p E P. Explicitly 
A semilattice r is a (commutative) semigroup of idempotents. It is well 
known that r is partially ordered by <, where LX d /3 if and only if a/? = ~1, 
cq /I E r. If S is a semigroup and s, t E S, then we say “s divides t,” notation 
s 1 t, if t E Sb. A semigroup is said to be Archimedean if for any two elements 
of S, each divides some power of the other. Let q be the following relation 
on S: 
rj= ((s, t)ESxSI3 nEN:.sIPand tlf}. 
The first three statements of the next proposition are classical results in 
semigroup theory (cf. Chap. IV of [4]), the fourth statement can be found 
in [13]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. With notations as above: 
(i) The relation y is the least semilattice congruence on S, i.e., n is the 
smallest congruence on S such that S/n is a semilattice. 
(ii) Each n-class is an Archimedean subsemigroup of S. The q-classes 
are called the Archimedean components of S. 
(iii) S is separative if and only if its Archimedean components are can- 
cellative. 
(iv) 5 E t, and <,/t is the least p-separative congruence on S/t, p E P. 
It follows that a separative semigroup S is the disjoint union of cancellative 
semigroups S,, where LX E r and r= S/r is a semilattice. The S, are the 
Archimedean components of S and S,S, E S,, for ail CI, /3 E r. Moreover S 
can be embedded in a semigroup which is the disjoint union of groups, 
more specifically 
SE u ecs,,. orer 
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emember that Q(S,) is the group of quotients of S,. The identity e~ern~~t 
of Q(Sa) will be denoted by e,. It is clear that if S, contains a periodic 
element, i.e., an element s such that sn = .Y~+~ for some n, k E N, k 2 1, then 
S, contains an identity element. It then follows that (cf. [4]) S, is a group. 
So, it follows that every periodic (i.e., of torsion-free rank 
component is a torsion group. The subsemigroup of all peri 
a semigroup S will be denoted S,. It is also clear that if S 
semigroup, i.e., S* = tn implies s=t for all s, IES, n6N0, an 
separative, then S, is precisely the semigroup S, of all idempotents of S. If 
is a separative semigroup, then we denote by r’ the set of those elements 
a E r such that S, is not a periodic group. We will several times use that 
every 5cp, P E p, is contained in the semilattice congruence on S 
corresponding to r. 
Finally we need one more definition. Let A be n ideal of a ring R. T 
r every n E N we define the following ideal of 
A,,= (x~R/izx~A). 
If A = yk(R), then we denote (yk(R))n by yk,n(R), k, n E N. If moreover 6, is 
a congruence on a semigroup S, then we define 
This set is the kernel of the following surjective ring homomorphisms 
f': A[S] -+ A[S/p]: c risi-+ 
where f: S + S/p is the natural semigroup homomorphism. Clearly, 
I(A, S, p) is an ideal of R[S]. 
3. THE JACOBSON IPADICAL OF 
The following theorem plays an important role. 
THEOREM 3.1 [6]. Let R be a ring and S a canceElative semigroup cf 
torsion-free rank n (finite OY Hot), then 
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In particular y(R[S]) = f(R[Q(S)]) n R[S]. 
Proof The first part of the statement is proved in [6]. The second part 
is a direct consequence of the descriptions of $(R[S]) and y(R[Q(S)]) 
and the fact that KA,,(R), Q(s), t,) n NIV = KA,,(W, s, 5,). I 
If one considers general semigroups the next lemma is very useful. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a ring and S a semigroup. Then 
(i) Z(R, S, 4) is a sum of nilpotent ideals; 
(ii) 2a(RCWFl) ~J@~(NYYZ(R S, 5). 
ProoJ (i) It follows as in the proof of Lemma 5.2(i) in [12] that the 
ideal generated by rs - rt for r E R and (s, t) E t is nilpotent. 
(ii) This follows from (i) and the fact that 
HWtl = NSIIZ(R S, 5). I 
Because of Lemma 3.2 it is sufficient to study our problem for separative 
semigroups. Now, if S = u I E r S, is a separative semigroup (r is a semilat- 
tice and each S, is cancellative) and if R is a ring, then 
KS1 = 0 WI&l 
1El- 
is a r-graded ring (cf. [ 141 for details on graded rings), i.e., 
R[S,] R[S,] E R[S,,], a, fi E r. Now, if a is an element of R[S] then we 
can write 
a=Cr,s= C a,, 
aer 
r,ER,a,ER[SX]. We denote supp,a=(sESlr,#O} and supp,a= 
{aErla,#O}. 
We first need a lemma on rings graded by a semilattice. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let r be a semilattice and let R = eatr R, be a r-graded 
ring. 
(i) rfO#r=C aErrOL~ y(R) and b is a maximal element in supp,r, 
then rg E f( RB). 
(ii) Zf each ring R, is a Jacobson-radical ring, then R is Jacobson- 
radical too. 
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Bro~f (i) Note that since r is a partially ordered set and because 
supp, Y = (E E rl Y, # 0} is a finite set, it is clear that su p,r always con- 
tains a maximal element fl. 
The proof of (i) can be found along the lines of the proof of Theorem I 
in [16]. Note that in [16] R is called a supplementary semilattice su of 
subrings. 
(ii) If g is finite this is proved in [18] (Lemma 3). Note that the 
proof of Lemma 3 in [ 181 contains a small error which can easily be 
corrected (see, e.g., [ 171). 
If r is infinite, take an arbitrary 0 # Y E R. It is sufficient to prove 
quasi-invertible in R. Let y be the semigroup generated by supp, Y. 
r is a semilattice, y is a finite semilattice, YE xCaGy R, = R’ is y-gr 
follows from the finite case that r is quasi-invertible in R’ and thus 
LEMMA 3.4. Let S=UaEr S, be a separative semigroup such that each 
S, is a periodic group and let R be a ring. Then 
li) BUWl)= O,,d(WLlh 
(ii) Y(JXSl) = d(R)CSl + C,, p ~Lk%,,~~~~ S 5,). 
ProoJ It follows from Theorem 3.1 that, for each c1 E F, 
f(RC&l) = d(R)C%J + c KA,,W~ &, 5,). 
PEP 
Thus, for any @, P E r, RCS,l &(RCSJ) E Y(RtS,plS and &(RLSaj! 
HS,l cd(RC&,l). Hence, D= Oatr y(R[S,]) is a r- 
Lemma 3.3(ii) yields D c y(R[S]), i.e., 
Conversely, let 0 # c( = CaET CI, E y(R[S]), a, E R[S,J Then by Lem- 
ma3.3(i) u~EJJ(R[S~])E~(R[S]) for any maximal B is suppl-a. An 
induction argument gives the result. 1 
COROLLARY 3.5 (Wauters [17]). Let S be a periodic semigroup, i.e., 
S= S,, and let R be a ring. Then 
ProoJ This follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.2 and Propo- 
sition U(iv). 1 
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A ring R is called torsion disjoint with a group G if the additive group 
(R, + ) does not contain an element of order p, p E P, in the case where G 
contains an element f order p. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let S be a periodic semigroup and R a ring. Then R[S] 
is Jacobson-semisimple if and only if S is a union of torsion-groups which are 
torsion disjoint with (R, + ), and R is Jacobson-semisimple. 
In [3] Cheng obtained the same result for Artinian Jacobson-semisimple 
semigroup rings. Note that if S is a (not necessarily commutative) 
semigroup such that R[S] is Artinian, then R is Artinian and S is finite 
(Zelmanov [ 191). 
LEMMA 3.7. Let R be a ring, n E N and let S = UaGr S be a separative 
semigroup. The ideal 
is a sum of nilpotent ideals module g;,(R)[S]. 
ProoJ: If (s, t) E tp, s, t E S and r E g,,(R), then one easily checks that 
rs - rt generates a nilpotent ideal modulo X,(R)[S]. 1 
LEMMA 3.8. Let R be a ring such that y,(R) = yI +.(R), n E N, and let S 
be a semigroup. Then 
XWICSI + I(R, S, i”) + c Kfi,,(R), X &J z f(RCsl). 
PEP 
ProoJ: Firstly assume that S = Uatr S, is separative. Then 
Z(R, S, t)= (0). B ecause of Lemma 3.7 it is sufficient to prove that 
A(R)[ISl ~B@CSI). Now, A,(R)CSl= O,,rA(R)[&l is a r-graded 
ring. Because of the assumption on R we obtain from Theorem 3.1 that 
yI(R)[S,] is a Jacobson-radical ring. Lemma 3.3(ii) yields that yI(R)[S] 
is a Jacobson-radical ring too. 
If S is nonseparative the result follows from the foregoing, Lemma 3.2 
and Proposition 2.l(iv). 1 
The following set will be important in our description: let R be a ring 
and S= lJaErSa a separative semigroup, where the S, are the 
Archimedean components and r corresponds to the least semilattice con- 
gruence on S, 
J(K Sp, PI= a= c a,E~(RCS,I)Ia,ERC(S,),I 
asr 
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and 
that P is defined in Section 2. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let R be a ring such that jl(R) = (0) and let S= UIETSZ 
be a separative semigroup. Then J(R, S,, rl) + C,, P IjO,, S, 5,) is a Jacob- 
son-radical ideal of R[S]. (0 = (0)). 
PYOQ~. First, we prove that J’ = Jf K, where J= J( 
K=CpdJ I(Q,, S,, tP), is an ideal of R[S]. Of c 
addition and under multiplication by elements of 
of R[S] it is sufficient to prove that s E S, a = C 
or this we consider R[S] as a subring of R* [S’]. In fact we prove the 
following: let a E fl(R[S,]) such that sa satisfies the condition 
then as E J’. We prove this by induction on n(a), where n(o) is the number 
of elements t E supps a such that st $ S,. Note that if cz E J then as satisfies 
condition (*). Indeed let s E S,, y E r. If y 3 6, w  
Assume n(a) = 0, i.e., for every t E supp, a: st E S,. Since (Lemma 3.4) 
it follows that sa E d(R[S,] ). Moreover, if 6 E P and s E S,, y E T, where 
y 3 6, then 
ence saEJ&J’. 
Assume n(a) > 0. Assume s E S,, YET. Take BET such that /$l is 
maximal in (yfllfl ~supp, and 3tEsupps aS such that 
t E supps al, such that ts $ S,. Note that t E S, and fly E r’. 
a= 1 a,+a,, 
a3Br 
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where supp, a, n {a E ZJ a > /?y } = 4. Because y 2 py it follows that if CI 3 /?y 
then ay 3 By. Hence 
sa= C a,s+ 1 a,s+a,s. 
a a 
ZY>PY “Y=PY 
By the assumption on /I, all elements of (supps(C, a,)). (s} are in S,. We 
claim that if CI E supp, a and a > /?y and ay = /?y. Indeed, assume the con- 
trary. Let CIE supp,a, a > by and ay > /?y. Take t, E supp, a,. Then 
t,s E S,. Hence S,, is a group, e,, ES and t,e,, = t, e,, E S. As 
td = (Le,)(se,) = (tm e,)(w) 
and since tars, t,e, E SP n S,, we obtain that se, E S,. But then ts = tsepy = 
wD, = tse,epy = t(se,) ES,, a contradiction. From the claim we obtain 
sa= C a,s+a,s= C a, ep,s+a2s. 
@>PY ( 1 E>PY 
Condition (*) implies that Caapy a, epy s E J’. By Lemma 3.4(i), a E J(R [ S,]) 
implies ae E J(R [(S,),]) c .Z(R[S,]) for all 8 E Z’. Therefore a2 E 
9(RCS,l), a2s = a2ers = Cae, - CLap, a,) e,] s satisfies condition (+=) 
and yl(a2) < n(a). The induction hypothesis yields that a,seJ’. Hence 
as E J’. 
Second, we prove that J’ is a Jacobson-radical ideal. Now, because 
(Lemma 3.8) Cpe n Z(O,, S, 4,) is a Jacobson-radical ideal of R[S], it is 
sufficient to prove that 
J’ 
I 
c W,, S, 4,) + a + c W,, s, i”,) I aE JW, Sp, P) 
PEP i PEP I 
is a Jacobson-radical ideal of R[S]/C,. P Z(O,, S, 5,). Of course it is an 
ideal and since J E f(R[S,] ) it follows that every element of this ideal has 
a quasi-inverse. This proves the result. m 
Now we give the main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let R be a ring such that y,(R) =JJ~+,,(R) for all nE N 
and let S be a separative semigroup. Then 
f(RCsl) = A’,(R)CSl + c U%,,(R), S, t,) + JR S,, V. 
PEP 
ProoJ: First, we prove that the right hand side of the equation is con- 
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tained in f(R[S]). By Lemma 3.8, yr(R)[S] is contained in f(R[S]). So 
we have to prove that 
is a Jacobson-radical ring. This follows from Lemma 3.9. Note t 
2T(WA,R)) = PI. 
Second, we prove that y(R[ S] ) is contained in the right-hand side of 
the equation. Again, because JJ~(R)[S] E~(R[S]) we may 
yI(R)= IO>. Again we write 
J’= J(R S,, r’) + c I@,, S, t,i. 
ptP 
Let a=C,tia,E&(R[S]), u,ER[S,], led: e have to 
cc E J’. We do this in 4 steps. Again we will often consider R[S 
of R*[S’] and the fact that J(R*[S’]) n R[S] =J(R[S]). 
ssume that 
prove that 
Step 1. Let n(a) be the number of elements in the set N= 
{CIE Tj supps a, & (S,),}. We prove by induction on n(a) that 
a E Bd(RCSl~ n NSPII + cpfi P I(O,, S, t,). If n(a)=0 this is clear. 
pose n(a) > 0. Let 6 be a maximal element in N and let s,~sup 
$6 ff SP e obtain 
usg= 1 a,s,+u*s,E~(R[S]), 
026 
where supp.a, n (a~rl CI 3 S> = f$. Clearly 6 is maxima? in supp,s,a 
ence, Lemma 3.3(i), 
ecause Caas a, sb = (Caas uae6) ss it follows from T 
c ..s~,~s~$(RCQ(~,)l)~RC~~l=d(RCS~I)=C,..~( 
a6 = ah + ai, where supp, a; c (S,), and supp, ai G Sd\(SGJP. Hence 
c axe6 = 
1>6 ( 
Obviously, if (t’, P’) E tP, then t’ E S, if and only t” E S,. Therefore and 
because of the assumption on 6 it follows that 
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Lemma 3.8 yields ai E f(R[S]). Since a - ai E $(R[S]) and because 
n(a - ai) < n(a) the induction hypothesis tells us that 
a - 4 E (fuc~l) n NS,I) + c m,, s, (5,). 
PEP 
This gives the wanted property on a, i.e., a= a, + a2 where 
al E f@Csl) n NS,l, a2 EK K= Cpe p W,, S, 5,). BY Lemma 3.8, 
KG j(R[S] ) A J’. Hence we have to prove that a, E J’. So we may assume 
that a E f(R[S]) n R[S,]. 
Step 2. f(Nsl) E $WCSl +C,. p U%,,(R), X <,I. To prove this 
we may assume that $(R) = (0) and then prove that d(Z?[S]) E 
c PE n Z(O,, S, 5,). Let b =C, b,E y([S]), b,ER[S]. Let y be a maximal 
element in supp, b. Then, Lemma 3.3(i) b, E $J(R[S,]). From Theorem 3.1 
and Lemma 3.8 we obtain that b, E CPe P I(O,, S, 5,) n d(R[S]). Hence 
b - b, E f(R[S] ) and an induction argument yields that 
d(NSl) c c m,, x 5,). 
PEP 
Step 3. From steps 1 and 2, a@$(R)[S] +CpeP Z(#O,p, S, <,))nR[Sp]. 
As before, if (t’, t”) E tP, then t’ ES, if and only if t” E S,. Therefore, one 
easily checks that 
Consequently, a E $WCSpl + CPE p K%,,(W, Spy &I. Hence, by 
Corollary 3.5, a E f(R[S,]). 
Step 4. Let 6 E Z’ and sb E S6. Then as6 E f(R[S] ) and because of 
Lemma 3.3(i), 
see, e.g., [ 111 for the last inclusion. Since a E R[S,] and sg = sde6, 
Theorem 3.1 implies (as in step 1) C,.6ao,es~B(R[S~])nR[(S~),] = 
c pE Pm,, (Si)P> 5,). 
Conclusion, the result follows from steps 1, 3, and 4. 1 
The theorem shows that the complexity of d(R[S]) depends on the 
term J(R, S,, P) and this term is very much dependent on the ordered 
structure of Z. But for concrete semigroups one is now able, using 
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Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.10, to compute jJ( [S] ) completely. 
there are several classes of semigroups for w  
easy to characterize in general. In the next corollaries we give 
terization for a few interesting classes” But, we begin with a general 
corollary. 
CCEKKLARY 3.11. Let R be a ring such that &,( 
n E N and let S be a semigroup. Then 
Moreover, if R is a Noetherian ring or satisfies a polynomial identity, then 
f(R) nil implies &(R[S]) is nil. Th e converse is true if S is periodic. 
Proo~T The inclusions follow from Theorem 3.10, Lemma 3.2, 
Proposition 2.l(iv) and the fact that if s E S is such that the image of s in 
S/t is periodic, then s is periodic too. The other part of the statement 
follows from Lemma 3.2, Corollary 3.5, Lemma 3.7 and the first part of the 
statement. 
tkROLLARY 3.12 (Wauters [17]). Let S be a semigroup and a ring 
such that f(R) = /$(R) for all n E N. Then 
At once from Corollary 3.11. 
If S is a torsion-free semigroup then, in particular, S is separative, 
s= Uxtr S,, where each S, is a torsion-free cancellative semigroup: and 
S,=Sp. If a=C,,, a,E R[S,] then a, = &e, for some 
3.5) j(R[S,]) = #(R)[S,] and because 
1 the following corollary is clear. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let S be a torsion-free semigroup and a ring such 
that $Jl(R) = $I +.(R) for all n 3 0. Then 
4CRCSl) = A(WCSl 
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COROLLARY 3.14 (Wauters [17]). Let S be a semigroup such that each 
Archimedean component of S/l has torsion-free rank at least one. If R is a 
ring such that x,(R) = $I + JR) for all n E N, then 
f(RCsl) = A,(R)CSl + I(R ST t) + c &P-&O, S, 5,). 
PEP 
ProoJ: First, suppose S is separative. Then S = tJaET S,, S, the 
Archimedean components, r a semilattice. Let a = C, E r a, E J(R, S,, Y), 
where a, E R[S,]. Take /I maximal in supp, a. Then /I E P and thus, 
by definition of W, sp, J”), ap = aaep E CpG p Q?,,(R), (S,),, t,) c 
J( R, S,, Z-‘). Therefore a - ap E J(R, S,, r). An induction argument yields 
a E Cpt p Z(fll,,(R), S,, t,). Theorem 3.10 yields the result. The non- 
separative case is now easy to deduce. 1 
Corollary 3.14 shows that even if S is torsion-free and separative, 
f(R[S]) need not be S-homogeneous, i.e., Csesrss~f(R[S]) does not 
necessarily imply r,s E d(R[S] ) for all s E S. We give three examples on 
this subject; the proofs follow very easily from Corollary 3.13. 
EXAMPLES. Let R be a ring such that yl(R) = /$+,(R) for all n E N, and 
let S be a torsion-free semigroup. 
(1) If S is nontrivial and contains at most one idempotent element, 
but which is not the zero element of S. Then 
f(REsl) = AWCSJ 
This example has also been obtained by Wauters [ 17, Proposition 4.91. 
(2) Suppose S = S,, u S,, u S,,, with S,, = {e,,}, S,, = {e,,} and S,, 
is a torsion-free abelian group with identity ea2. Suppose CI~ > CI* > Q. Then 
Y(RCSl) = Y(R) em3 + A(WC&,l + f(We,, - eaJ 
(3) Suppose S = S,, u S,, U S,, u Smq, S,, = (e,,}, S,, is a torsion-free 
commutative group, S,, is a torsion-free commutative semigroup without 
an idempotent and S,, = (e,,}. Suppose the ordered structure of the 
semilattice r= {a,, a2, a3, Mu} has the form 
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i.e., Q>cc~>~~, Q>Q>CI~. Then 
d(WSl) = Y(R) e,, + A~~~C~I. 
If, however, S,, is a nontrivial torsion-free abelian semigroup with identity 
e a,, tern 
4. OTHER RADICALS 
In [ 171 a complete description is given of P(R[S]) and L(R[S]), where 
P is the prime radical and L the Levitzki radical. The description of these 
radicals is that of Corollary 3.12 where we replace f by P, respectively L. 
Note that the proof for these radicals is much shorter because 
P(R) = P,(R) and L(R) = L,(R), for all n E N, 
Because the Brown-McCoy radical is well known for semigroup rings of 
cancellative semigroups (cf. [6]) all the results proved in this paper remain 
valid for this radical. 
Note that Theorem 3.1 also hold for the upper nil radical N of torsion- 
free cancellative semigroups (cf. [7]). Therefore all the results proved on 
torsion-free semigroups in this paper also remain valid for N(R[%]). 
However if one wants to extend these results to arbitrary semigroups, 
problems related to the unsolved Koethe problem will ap 
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